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Where have people opted out of technologies, sites, or services because of
inadequate end-user control?
% of people stating they have avoided or stopped using a service
Yes
%, by country

No

%, all countries

USA

Germany

31

69

47

Brazil

53

47

China

58

42

70

S Africa
52

30

53

Egypt
48

28

72

Where are end users most and least satisfied with the controls provided?
% of people agreeing that each type of technology, site, or service provides
enough end user control

48%

Most

Instant messaging services

46%

Personal email services

46%

Internet-connected wearable devices

38%

Least

Digital video/TV services

37%

Internet-connected media players

Public places, facilities and infrastructure

29%

Why do some people think that the end user controls provided
by technologies, sites, or services are inadequate?
% of people selecting each option

"I don’t know what end user
7 control means"
9 "They don’t provide any control"
10 "I’m not sure how much control I want"
12 "Their controls are not flexible enough"
15 "Their controls are difficult to understand or use"
18 "They provide some control but not enough"
20 "I don’t know what controls they provide"
22 "I don’t trust that the controls work the way they are supposed to"

How widespread are different methods to control personal data
disclosure?
% of people who have used each method
Ad-blocking
software/ apps
What is the level of usage
of ad-blocking and tracking
protection software/ apps?

36

Virtual private
networks
What is the level of usage
of VPNs and false/
anonymous profiles?

27

Tracking protection
software/ apps
24

False/anonymous
profiles
45

SOURCE: The End User Perspectives on Digital Media Survey, World Economic Forum, 2017. Global representative sample of 6,347 digital media users aged 15-69 from the six countries
Brazil, China, Egypt, Germany, South Africa, and the United States of America. The End User Perspectives on Digital Media Survey examined end user perceptions, sentiment,
and behaviour around the collection, use and sharing of personal data by digital media services, platforms and technologies. Find out more at weforum.org

